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Abstract: A microgrid is a set of loads that are connected with each other and distributed energy resources within distinctly designate electrical boundary in such a way, it behaves as a one unit in regard to the grid. A micro grid associated with distributed energy resources (DER) has proved alternate sources of electricity rather than the fossil fuels like coal. The consequential comfort associated with microgrids has paved the way to extend their perforation in a network of electrical components. There are many challenges and issues in integrating the micro grid to the utility grid. Research activities are in progress to solve the issues like design of a microgrid, control techniques and operating modes such as grid connected or islanded mode. This paper extends an exploration of issues concerning microgrids and furnishes the details of solutions suggested by researchers in areas of microgrids, including microgrid architecture, operation and control, DER, microgrid controllers, converters, energy management, protection and challenges which are yet to be addressed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The MICROGRID, as defined by IEEE JOINT TASK FORCE ON QUADRENIAL ENERGY REVIEW 2, is “A microgrid is a group of interconnected loads and distributed energy resources within clearly defined electrical border that act as a single capable unit with respect to the grid”. Due to the depletion of fossil fuels, techniques are involved to produce power generation from the natural sources like solar, wind, biomass, ocean energy etc. Microgrid is an amalgamation of distributed energy resources, load, retrievable devices and control devices. The microgrid generates and distributes power in a small scale. Local demands can be met, by operating the microgrids in parallel with the main grid. The interconnection betwixt the microgrid and the utility grid is executed by the microgrid controllers and it is also helpful in meeting the local load demands under islanded conditions. Under islanded condition storage devices like battery can act as a storage system to compensate for the existing load demand. The status of microgrid is shown in fig[1] and renewable power generation across the world is shown in fig[2].

II. MICROGRID ARCHITECTURE

DC Microgrid architecture is discussed in paper [2]. The paper deals with the different types of DC microgrid configuration, power quality, protection and grounding systems, challenges and issues in DC microgrid. The different types of grounding systems discussed are TT, TN, IT and High resistance grounding. The power quality problems like transient voltage, harmonics, inrush current, faults in DC bus, voltage unbalance are discussed. Challenges like communication network in DC microgrid were analyzed. The efficiency of the DC microgrid can be increased by reducing the number of conversion stages and by increasing the system voltage levels. It was concluded that the non-standardization of DC microgrid acts as a barrier to make it a common grid in use.

Hybrid microgrid architecture is discussed in [3]. This architecture uses Power Sharing Unit (PSU) and three numbers of single phase back to back converters (SPBTT) at the point of common coupling (PCC). The function of PSU was power exchange and load sharing. SPBTT converters are designed based on droop control and adaptive back stepping sliding mode control approach which is shown in fig 3. Back to back converters (BTB) were used in previous research.
works for power flow control and it is limited for three phase microgrid systems only. PSU is used for power exchange between the phases. Therefore by using PSU, higher efficiency, reliability, utilization of power, uninterruptable power supply etc can be achieved. The PSU efficiency is calculated by observing power generation and load consumption for 30 days. It is observed that without PSU, the primary energy is wasted.

Hybrid microgrid architectures like single, multiple and complementary ring architectures are discussed in [4]. The design and analysis are made for all the three structures to understand the reliability and fault detection on these structures. The complementary ring formation of a DC microgrid is exhibited in fig 4. In DC microgrid there was no such problems like Voltage, frequency and synchronization. In single ring structure, two users are coupled through a DC bus and their voltage levels are same. Under this condition the two users operate independently. If there is any power failure in any one of the user, the power sharing is done to ensure continuous power supply. In complementary ring structure one arm acts as an AC distribution network, while the other arm acts as a DC distribution network through a bidirectional converter. The two arms are linked to an AC bus. The system reliability is increased and AC/DC converters are minimized and inverter capacities can be reduced.

A microgrid model of power harvesting by Karun Arjun Potty, et al., explained in [5]. This microgrid model is aimed on power harvesting, bidirectional power ability and energy management utilization. The target is attained by employing smart meter and smart station (SS). In this architecture each node as a smart meter and a communication module. The smart meter collects the information from each and every node and calculates the difference in power between the nodes. The power regulation is the main function of smart station. Smart Station uses multiple access technique. The smart station communicates with each and every node at 5s, to know the status of each node. The simulation is carried on ETAP 12.0 and the results obtained from 4KW solar panel are 81%, 5KW wind turbine is 83% and 1KW battery is 81%. The results prove that excess power with good efficiency is fed back to the microgrid. The various Microgrid architecture techniques are shown in Table I.

### Table I: Techniques in Microgrid Architecture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Functions</th>
<th>Reference paper No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power sharing Unit (PSU)</td>
<td>Power exchange &amp; load sharing</td>
<td>[3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPBTB</td>
<td>overcome the issue of non-linearity</td>
<td>[4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single ring architecture</td>
<td>They operate independently</td>
<td>[4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complementary ring structure</td>
<td>Reliability is increased and inverter capacity is reduced.</td>
<td>[5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smart meter and smart station</td>
<td>Increases the perforation of sustainable sources into the grid.</td>
<td>[5]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. OPERATION AND CONTROL

In [6] self-governing operation and supervising of an coordinated AC/DC microgrid is discussed. The self-governing operation is carried with the aid of bifacial inverter which acts as an interlinking converter. The inverter used in this paper is T-Z source inverter which has peak voltage gain and overcomes the disadvantages of a standard converter. In the above mentioned paper, both AC and DC grids are considered as a source and load. The DC grid uses Multiport DC-DC converter. Power management is done with the aid of droop controller. A control strategy of the T-Z source inverter is simulated with the help of MATLAB with PV power station and a battery unit.

In [7], the operation of a DC microgrid and electric vehicle (EV) as a storage system is performed by Kai Wei Hu, et al., is discussed. The permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG), dc supply source, energy management and storage system and grid connected bifacial inverter forms a microgrid. PMSG is most widely used because of its power density, efficiency and torque are higher. The EV process and operation control is explained in fig 5. EV acts as a storage device in order to perform grid to vehicle (G2V) for receiving...
electricity and vehicle to home (V2H)/ vehicle to grid (V2G) for delivering electricity operation at idle condition. Charging and discharging operations are performed by bidirectional DC/DC converters. Wind PMSG can be interfaced to a DC microgrid by means of switch mode rectifier (SMR). Vienna rectifier is used because its voltage stress is only half of the other standard SMR, leading to reduction in switching losses. Vienna rectifier holds good for wind generation systems and distributed AC generation system because of i) minimum number of switches ii) voltage stress is less. The tracking error is minimized by the utilization of a control technique known as unified robust tracking error cancellation control (RECC) by inserting a modified command. RECC is used to enhance the robustness of the system.

Different micro source inverter control methods are explained in [8] by Wenming Guo, et al. The different types of micro source inverters are grid feeding inverters (GFD), grid forming inverters (GFM) and grid supporting inverters (GS). The different control methods of an inverter are explained in fig 6. The different microgrid operation and control are explained in Table II.

Table II: Microgrid operation and control

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Functions</th>
<th>Reference Paper No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electric Vehicle (EV)</td>
<td>Energy storage device</td>
<td>[7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vienna Rectifier</td>
<td>Reduce the voltage stress</td>
<td>[7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFD</td>
<td>Track the specified power reference</td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFM</td>
<td>Maintain the stability in AC microgrid</td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS</td>
<td>Controlled power and voltage source</td>
<td>[8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPLL</td>
<td>To achieve synchronization</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVPWM</td>
<td>Modulates the output voltage</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The different droop control methods are PQ droop and ωU droop. ω0 represents the frequency under no load condition and U0 represents the voltage under no load condition. ωU droop can act independently while PQ droop cannot. Some problems in ωU droop are line impedance; voltages at point of connection (PC) are not completely equal at each inverter. The above specified issues can be minimized by any one of the following methods such as i) decoupling transformation method ii) virtual impedance method and iii) reactive power sharing method on communication. In ωU droop method, the accuracy of the reactive loading can be improved by reducing the communication requirements.

Two control strategies for different operation modes of a microgrid are explained in [9]. When it is grid connection, PQ control strategy is employed for balancing the power. V/f droop control strategy is implemented in islanding mode operation for balancing the voltage and frequency. The voltage of the utility grid is tracked by software phase locked loop (SPLL). The controller in PQ control is a double loop control; reference current loop signal is produced by outer loop control based on power target. Fine tuning is done by the current inner loop. Space vector pulse width modulation technique (SVPWM) modulates the output voltage of current controller to get a modulated sinusoidal signal. Improved V/f control method increases the tracking speed when compared to the traditional V/f droop control. Generally droop control is appertaining to “power frequency static characteristics”. The current controller output varies according to the load, therefore to get a stable output; the voltage controller output is fed as input to the current controller. SPLL is used to achieve synchronization by measuring the angle between the phases and frequency of the microgrid voltage and utility grid voltage.

In [10], the integration of various sources of energy and devices of storage in smart grid is discussed. The detailed generation and storage devices are discussed in Table III.

Table III: Microgrids – Generation and storage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generation/ Storage</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microturbines [12]</td>
<td>Combined heat and power, less space</td>
<td>Noise pollution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batteries [16]</td>
<td>Compensates the power requirement</td>
<td>Carbon emission, life time is less.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regenerative fuel cell [16]</td>
<td>Continuous supply</td>
<td>High losses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flywheels [17]</td>
<td>Efficiency is high, response is fast.</td>
<td>High losses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three kinds of power grid systems are modeled and analyzed by developing a theoretical framework. Three systems analyzed are i) System I – power grid with bulk generators ii) System II – power grid with DERs and iii) System III – power grid with DERs and storage devices. Integrating DER to grid can impart an increase in generation of power and reliability, reduce losses during transmission and distribution and are cost effective. Major disadvantage of DER is their uncertainties. The power fluctuation of DER due to uncertainties is compensated by integrating the DER and storage devices. The storage devices act as buffering pools to reduce the power fluctuations increases the reliability and meet the peak load demand.
In [18], the network topology and coordinated planning of various energy resources capacity is discussed. DERs capacity sub-problem can be solved by Adaptive Particle Swarm Optimization (DPSO) algorithm, while the network planning sub-problem can be solved by improved Genetic Algorithm (GA). Planning problems addressed in previous studies are i) DERs capacity planning which deals with siting and sizing ii) network topology planning. The limitation of individual planning (IP) is that, it is not suitable for optimized design. In coordinated planning (CP) the two planning techniques act as an interactive strategy for coordinated optimization. In CP both the DERs potential and network architecture are considered as a resolution variables and combine them under certain curtailment. The major disadvantage of CP are i) unknown factors are more ii) occurrence of frequent power flow variation. Separate algorithms are applied for individual sub-problems to overcome the drawbacks. A case study was performed to compare the strategy between the IP and CP. Results proved that penetration level of DERs is 10.2 MW in CP while it is 9.3 MW in IP. Compared to IP, CP has saved 115 thousand dollars.

Energy storage system like batteries, ultra capacitors or fuel cells for a movable energy storage system along with different power electronics based energy management converters are discussed in [19]. It also explains about the battery and ultra-capacitor (UC) characteristics and a comparison study of various control strategies. In this a battery and UC are considered as a parallel combination and discussed. UC and battery combined together is called as hybrid energy storage system (HESS). Usually HESS is used because of their reduced size. HESS grouping can be connected either in passive or active. Actively connected HESS configuration is costly since it utilizes power electronic devices and regulates the transfer of energy. Battery storage unit is required for balancing load power requirement. DC/DC converter controls the UC which receives a power demand from vehicle. Functions of converter components are briefly explained in Table IV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Functions</th>
<th>Reference paper no</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flyback DC-DC converter</td>
<td>Bifacial power transition between grid and energy storage device takes place in only one step</td>
<td>[20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gate assisted circuit (GAC)</td>
<td>Switching losses is reduced and parasitic parameters can also be mitigated</td>
<td>[21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCL inverter</td>
<td>Less device and switching loss, high switching speed and temperature stability</td>
<td>[22]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are three modes of operation of DC/DC converter. They are i) battery and UC – if power demand is not met by UC then the remaining power is supplied by the battery. ii) At low loads the battery supplies the power to the load while the UC is getting charged. iii) During regenerative mode (braking), UC is getting charged to the full capacity and the power which is in excess is used to charge the battery. Efficiency can be increased by the use of small size battery with lower peak power output. UC are used for increasing the acceleration and regenerative braking. In future, steps can be initiated to minimize the size and cost by comparing the different combinations of battery and UC.

IV. MICROGRID CONTROLLER

Microgrid controller requirement, performance evaluation, integration with DERs and distributed management systems is discussed in [23]. Microgrid controller provides two main objectives. They are i) by means of resiliency it provides continuous power to critical loads during islanded mode ii) it reduces operating costs, increases penetration level, reduces greenhouse gas emission and grid reliability is improved. Microgrid controller performance is tested in laboratory. Laboratory evaluation is done for two goals. First goal is to verify whether the microgrid controller performs as specified. IEEE standard P2030.8 focuses on testing of microgrid controllers. IEEE P2030.7 focuses on control functions. Second goal is to undergo several microgrid controllers for the same test. Purpose of this evaluation is to provide the information about their product’s performance. Third goal is the site specific microgrid performance evaluation. There are several approaches to carry out this site specific microgrid microgrid performance evaluation. First approach is the simulation. Simulation software is Controller- HIL (CHIL), where the hardware is interfaced with the simulated microgrid. Limitation of CHIL is that, depending on the real time simulator capability and capacity, the electric power system must be simplified. Second approach is the power-HIL (PHIL). It uses the actual hardware or a representative model with similar characteristics. This method reduces the inaccuracies. Limitation is, PV inverters cannot be modeled accurately and interfacing power hardware has more complexities.

GridSTAR microgrid is explained in [24]. It constitutes critical loads and DERs. It can be intervened as a standalone or it can be connected to grid. GridSTAR microgrid has a Grid Network Operating Center. In GridSTAR microgrid, all power supply resources are inverter dependent units so that it may operate in standalone mode with the accessible DERs. In islanded mode, energy storage facility acts as a primary source of power. Energy storage equipment incorporates batteries, inverter and an energy management system. Facilities like real time monitoring and control are included in GridSTAR microgrid. This enables excessive speed transition to islanded mode. A digital relay is used to isolate the faulted system grid connected mode and provides information such as loading in line, microgrid voltage controller output is fed as input to current controller. SPLL is used to achieve grid synchronization. Reconnection and resynchronization is ensured by microgrid control system, when the difference in frequency is within limit and when magnitude of voltage and variations in phase angle are bounded by limits. Cost optimization and control is accomplished by microgrid automation controller.
Networked microgrids are explained in [25]. Interconnection of adjacent microgrids is called as networked microgrid. Benefits of installing networked microgrids are i) provide additional operational flexibility ii) utilization of DERs more effectively iii) reduction in generation capacity iv) loads can be optimized more comprehensively v) reliability & resilience of power services are boosted. ICM and BCM are connected to the utility grid through the switches which acts as a PCC. Disconnection of these switches results in islanded mode. ICM & BCM are integrated through a interlinking converter (IC), which provides bidirectional power flow and is parallel to distribution feeders. Each microgrid has a master controller (MC) which communicates with each other through the communication links. If microgrid frequencies are same, IC simply acts as a tie trunk, interconnecting the two microgrids. The MC operation and control objectives are achieved by OSIsoft PI system is a system which pulls together and harmonize the real time information with the microgrid data.

Microgrid control framework is explained in [26]. Control strategy of microgrid is classified into three layers – primary, secondary and tertiary. Primary control is performed by the droop control methods. Advantages of droop control methods – fast response, reliance on local measurements, communication link independence etc. The major disadvantage of droop control method is its frequency deviation. This leads to increase in circulating current and system instability in islanded mode. In order to overcome the frequency deviation a secondary control is introduced is shown in fig 7. In secondary control, entire system voltage and frequency values are armed to a reference point. Tertiary control uses model based control functions which includes economic dispatch, optimal power management and power scheduling and planning.

![Fig7: Hierarchy of secondary control](image)

The DC microgrid stability, distributed architecture and load sharing is discussed in [27]. Stability is achieved with the help of sliding mode (SM) controller. It uses low bandwidth for communication. SM controller maintains stability throughout operation of the system, whereas conventional central controller will lose its stability at one particular instant of time during its operation. The advantages of SM controller are i) high stability ii) dynamic response is fast iii) maintain stability even when there is large variations in load. Aggressive operation of the system is modeled for under damped. Operation is carried out for damped systems also. SM controller is simulated and its performance was observed to be good compared to conventional central controller.

V. CONCLUSION

The current growing technology across the globe is the penetration of microgrids that leads to several summons and contiguencies. This paper aimed to deliver an anatomization of microgrids which helps the researchers, educators and developers in acquiring knowledge about the microgrid architecture, protection, control and challenges in integrating it to the grid. In future the hybrid system may consist of bio mass and micro turbines and will play a vital role in real time applications with this energy sources. In future the generating capacity of off shore wind turbines will increase, which will increase the nation’s economic growth. In future advanced microgrid technologies such as optimization, interoperability, resilience and carbon abatement will be a risk of perception to the utilities and developers. The extent of microgrid will see a great transformation in the grid architecture.
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